
Behold Vista 
Vista furnishings are truly a sight to see. 

Each product in the Vista series is crafted with careful attention to detail. By pairing innovative design 
with meticulous engineering, Vista offers unparalleled quality and unceasing beauty. 

Using the most innovative materials and the latest in computer-aided design including 3-D printing, 
laser cut patterns, and CNC machining, Vista products are manufactured with the specific intention of 
providing long-lasting, stunning fixtures. 

The products in the Vista line are inspired by the natural simplicity and stunning attraction of the 
grandest of North American scenery. Each Vista series borrows their name from some of the most iconic 
lakes and waterways of North America - lakes and waterways which have come to symbolize truly 
inspiring vistas. 

All Vista products are made in North America using environmentally responsible resources. 

As breathtaking as a serene prairie lake and as rugged as the enduring Rocky Mountains, Vista 
furnishings are a perfect blend of form and function. 

With Vista, it's easy to turn any public space into a scene to behold. 

Features and Benefits

Vista is an attractive product line which can complement any environment, from scenic parks 
and trails to urban streets and shopping malls. 

Not to be understated, however, is Vista's commitment to quality and ecological sustainability. 

Vista is dedicated to conserving the environment. Superior quality recycled materials and 
environmentally conscious methods are used during fabrication, including lead-free and solvent-
free powder coatings and wood sourced from ecologically managed forests.  Many of the finished 
products themselves can even be recycled, ensuring that Vista looks confidently to the future.

Vista's construction quality is unmatched.  Comprised of strong, durable materials, every product in 
the Vista line is built to last.  At Vista, we use the same heavy-duty materials in all of our products, 
so  regardless of which style you choose you can rest assured that Vista has got your back.

The full and final Vista allure is only possible through the application of an extremely high-quality 
finish, which is present on all of our products.  After every surface is carefully prepared, exacting 
detail goes into each stage of the coating process.

With Vista, you get products which fit your practical site furnishing needs while also being tough 
enough to last for years and attractive enough to enhance any environment. 
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Vista's Inline Quality Process

Sand Blasted
All metal is sand-blasted to remove any impurities, and 
to etch the surface in order to promote excellent 
adhesion of the subsequent layers.

Zinc Primer
The products are then sprayed with a zinc-rich primer, 
and allowed to partially cure. E-Coat primer available 
when required.

Powder Coat Application
Next, a TGIC-free polyester top coat is administered 
over the zinc primer.

Curing Powder Coat
The final stage occurs in a state-of-the-art infrared 
oven, where all of the combined coatings are cured 
and altogether hardened into a positively incredible 
finish.

Shipping
Finally, each product is carefully packaged using 
heavy duty shrink wrap, and then physically bolted 
down for stability during transport.

The end result is a product that looks 
gorgeous no matter where it rests, and 

maintains its strength and appeal no matter 
how long it stays there. 



ISTA rrURNISHINGS 

COLOR & WOOD OPTIONS 

Silver/Black Texture Bronze/Black Texture 

Red Blue Green Teal 

Yellow Light Blue Cosmo Green Lime 

Brown Recycled Cedar Recycled Grey Recycled 

Please note that this is a general list of available color 
and material options. 

Color and material options vary by product. 

Not all finishes may not be available for all products. 
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Tan Recycled 
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Red Batu 

Hardwood 
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Black 

Orange 

Pressure Treated 
Wood 
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VISTA SITE FURNISHINGS 

WARRANTY 

Vista Furnishings warrants its products to be free from defects in material and 

workmanship under normal and reasonable use and service for a period of three years 

from date of invoice.  Additionally, all site furnishings including but not limited to benches, 

litter, recycling and ash receptacles, bike security stations and planters carry a limited 5‐

Year warranty that covers structural and functional failure of steel components including 

welding; Limited 5‐Year warranty against structural failure of Cedar, IPE, Southern Yellow 

Pine and Recycled Plastic planks. 

All warranty claims must be accompanied with a copy of the original invoice and digital 

photos clearly showing any failures.  If a warranty claim is deemed to be valid, Vista 

Furnishings will repair or replace the warranted product at Vista Furnishings discretion.  No 

costs associated with the removal, handling, storing, shipping, or reinstallation of 

warranted products will be the responsibility of Vista Furnishings. 

The above mentioned warranties do not include any cosmetic issues, e.g., scratches, dents, 

marring, fading of colors and discoloration of wood due to weathering.  Under no 

circumstances will Vista Furnishings cover any failure that is a result of abuse, misuse, 

vandalism, natural disasters or lack of appropriate care. 

For more information on standard Vista Furnishings warranties, or warranty claim 

procedures, please call (800) 265‐5462 or write to Vista Furnishings, PO Box 68, 11 

Gilbertson Drive, Simcoe, Ontario, Canada N3Y 4K8. 




